The role of mean and stochastic freshwater forcing on the generation of millennial-scale climate variability in the North Atlantic is studied using a low-order coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice model. It is shown that millennial-scale oscillations can be excited stochastically, when the North Atlantic Ocean is fresh enough. This finding is used in order to interpret the aftermath of massive iceberg surges (Heinrich events) in the glacial North Atlantic, which are characterized by an excitation of Dansgaard-Oeschger events. Based on model results, it is hypothesized that Heinrich events trigger Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles and that furthermore the occurrence of Heinrich events is dependent on the accumulated climatic effect of a series of Dansgaard-Oeschger events. This scenario leads to a coupled ocean-ice sheet oscillation that shares many similarities with the Bond cycle. Further sensitivity experiments reveal that the timescale of the oscillations can be decomposed into stochastic, linear, and nonlinear deterministic components. A schematic bifurcation diagram is used to compare theoretical results with paleoclimatic data.
Introduction
The study of climate transitions that can happen over several years to decades (''abrupt climate changes'') has received much attention over the last few years, since anthropogenic greenhouse warming might have the potential to cause rapid changes in the state of the North Atlantic thermohaline circulation (THC). It was suggested that the present-day THC may be near a stability threshold that could be crossed should the THC weaken by some 25% (Tziperman et al. 1994; . Still unsolved is the question as to whether the THC weakens considerably in response to an anticipated increase in (sub) polar temperatures and freshwater fluxes (Manabe and Stouffer 1995; Rahmstorf 1997; Rahms-torf and Ganopolski 1999; Schmittner and Stocker 1999; Stocker et al. 2001) or whether it remains relatively stable (J. M. Oberhuber 1999, personal communication; Latif et al. 2000) .
A possible method to test climate models in this respect is to study whether they are able to simulate abrupt climate transitions between cold stadials and warm interstadials, the so-called Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) events of the last glacial period (Dansgaard et al. 1984; Hammer et al. 1997) . The DO events were rapid (within a few decades; see e.g., Severinghaus and Brook 1999; Lang et al. 1999 ) Northern Hemispheric warmings of several degrees that typically led into interstadials lasting for about 500-3000 yr.
Many studies have hypothesized on the physical mechanism leading to abrupt glacial millennial-scale climate transitions:
• Internal ice sheet instabilities-In two papers (MacAyeal 1993a,b) the possibility has been dis-VOLUME 16 J O U R N A L O F C L I M A T E cussed that due to internal instabilities of the Laurentide ice sheet, nonlinear ice surging oscillations with millennial timescales can be generated. According to this binge-purge oscillator model, there is a slow timescale, associated with the buildup of ice and a warming of the ice-basal interface due to geothermal heat fluxes. This leads to melting of ice at the interface and subsequent rapid discharge of ice(bergs) into the North Atlantic, also known as Heinrich events (Heinrich 1988; Bond et al. 1992 Bond et al. , 1993 ).
• External forcing- Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) have suggested that periodic changes of the high-latitude freshwater fluxes can trigger periodical switches of the THC that bear similarities to the observed Dansgaard-Oeschger events. Accordingly DO events can be regarded as the nonlinear response of the THC to the external forcing. The origin of the 1500-yr timescale is left open but it is speculated that it might be due to periodical changes of the solar energy output as suggested by van den Geel et al. (1999) and Bond et al. (2001) . Noise can help to amplify small periodic changes in the external signal, as has been recently proposed by Alley et al. (2001) . This stochastic signal amplification is known as stochastic resonance (SR) and appears to be consistent with a statistical analysis of the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) climate record from Greenland (Alley et al. 2001 ).
• Internal ocean dynamics-It has been found in numerous model experiments (Weaver and Sarachik 1991; Sakai and Peltier 1995 , 1996 Peltier and Sakai 2001; Bjornsson and Mysak 2001; Winton and Sarachik 1993; Haarsma et al. 2001; Weaver and Hughes 1994; Aeberhardt et al. 2000; Pierce et al. 1996; Winton 1997; Paul and Schulz 2002 ) that centennial to millennial-scale climate variability can be generated by internal oceanic processes. The key element is that a stably stratified polar water column becomes destabilized by advection/diffusion of warm subsurface waters. Once convection resumes, the THC increases rapidly, which leads to a so-called thermohaline flush. Different processes can act to stabilize the polar water column such as increased poleward heat transport, integrated freshwater fluxes or the melting of sea ice. Once the THC reduces significantly or collapses the advective/diffusive stage repeats itself.
• Long tides-The idea has been proposed (Keeling and Whorf 2000) that the interplay between earth and moon generates a long tide with a period of about 1800 yr. It has been argued that this tide might have an influence on oceanic mixing properties and might cause DO events. The astronomical period of 1800 yr, is, however, incompatible with the observed fundamental pacing period of DO events of ϳ1470 yr ).
• Noise excitation-It has been realized (Mikolajewicz and Maier-Reimer 1994; Weaver and Hughes 1994; Aeberhardt et al. 2000; Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002 ) that the inclusion of freshwater-flux noise can excite centennial to millennial-scale oscillations in ocean and simple climate models. A question that has not been studied systematically using these models is whether noise simply excites an internal, stable climate oscillation, with a timescale that is governed by deterministic climate processes, or whether noise plays a fundamental role in shaping the dynamics underlying the oscillation. In experiments performed with the Wright and Stocker (1991) 2-D climate model, Aeberhardt et al. (2000) found that changes of stochastic freshwater forcing can excite different oscillatory regimes of the global ocean conveyor circulation. The signal-to-noise ratio (dependence of the height of the resulting spectral peak on the forcing variance) in these experiments is highly nonlinear indicating that noise plays a nontrivial role in shaping long-term oscillations, as opposed to inferences drawn from a linear stochastic excitation scenario. These conclusions are somewhat supported by a recent paper of Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2002) . The difference from the classical SR idea is that instead of amplifying an external signal noise, it excites and reorganizes internal modes of variability.
In spite of much progress, it is probably fair to state that we still lack a satisfactory detailed physical mechanism for millennial-scale abrupt climate transitions. Here we study the role of noise and oceanic processes in generating this type of climate variability using a loworder coupled climate model. Our main finding is that for realistic freshwater noise levels, meltwater pulses can trigger millennial-scale climate transitions that bear many similarities with Dansgaard-Oeschger climate variations. The meltwater pulses are interpreted as Heinrich events. The typical timescale of the simulated DO oscillations can be decomposed into deterministic (diffusive), stochastic (waiting time), and nonlinear components (due to homoclinic dynamics).
The paper is organized as follows: After a model description (section 2) we discuss the results from a transient freshwater forcing experiment designed to probe the bifurcation structure of the model and its sensitivity to meltwater pulses (section 3). These experiments are conducted by taking into account stochastic freshwater perturbations of different amplitudes. In section 4 we deal with noise-induced transitions, a concept that was introduced recently to explain the stability of the stochastically forced THC (Timmermann and Lohmann 2000) . New concepts from dynamical systems theory that provide a framework to understand the nature of stochastically excited millennial-scale climate transitions are presented in section 5. Section 6 deals with the nonautonomous stochastic resonance idea that was previously suggested (Alley et al. 2001; Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002) to explain DO cycles. In section 7 we study the response of the stochastically excited coupled climate system to long-term periodic (Heinrich-event- Schulz et al. (2002) . The role of ocean diffusive processes in shaping the Bond cycle is discussed in section 8. Our paper concludes with a discussion (section 9) and a summary (section 10).
Model description
Our simulations are based on a simplified coupled atmosphere-ocean-sea ice model, consisting of a zonally averaged energy balance model for the atmosphere, an oceanic box model with 2 ϫ 4 boxes, representing the global ocean and a thermodynamic sea ice model (Gildor and Tziperman 2001 ). The ocean model (section 2a) includes four surface boxes and four deep boxes. The two polar boxes represent the regions between 45Њ latitude and the poles, while the two midlatitude boxes include the regions between the equator and 45Њ latitude. The polar boxes may be covered with sea ice to a variable extent (section 2a). Despite the fact that the model represents a zonally averaged global domain, the meridional transports within the Northern Ocean are mostly governed by North Atlantic contributions. Hence, in the following sections the term North Atlantic transport will be used frequently, although our model does not distinguish strictly speaking between North Atlantic and North Pacific. The atmospheric model (section 2b) is divided into four boxes, representing the same latitude bands as the ocean boxes. Each atmospheric box may have four types of lower surfaces: ocean, land, land ice, and sea ice, each with its specified albedo. The dynamic ice sheet model used in Gildor and Tziperman (2001) is not used in our study, therefore the area covered by land ice is fixed to a value that represents the conditions during the Last Glacial Maximum. All model parameters are given in Table 1 . The prognostic equations are solved by a leapfrog scheme in time, using a uniform time step for all variables. A Robert time filter with ␥ ϭ 0.25 has been used in order to suppress the leapfrog 2⌬t mode (Haltiner and Williams 1980) .
a. Ocean and sea ice models
The ocean model is a fairly standard meridional box model (Stommel 1961) similar to those used in many previous studies. The north-south lengths of the oceanic boxes (L 1 , . . . , L 4 ) are the same as those of the atmospheric boxes above them. The width of the ith ocean box is (1 Ϫ f Li )W i , where f Li and W i are the land fraction and width of the ith atmospheric box. The thickness of the upper ocean boxes is D upper while that of the lower ones is D lower . The model dynamics include a simple frictional horizontal momentum balance, and are hydrostatic and mass conserving. Advection and diffusion of temperature and salinity are balanced by surface fluxes. The equation of state is the full nonlinear equation recommended by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO; . Under these assumptions, the continuous governing equations become
In the previous equations (y, z) and (, w) are the (northward, upward) coordinates and velocities; P denotes the pressure; T, S the potential ocean temperature and salinity; g is the gravitational acceleration, and V VOLUME 16 (Walsh 1982) , so that
where is the atmospheric potential temperature and C pw is the heat capacity of ocean water. Here, f ow and f seaϪice are the areas of open water and sea ice cover in the box. The parameter ␥ represents the insulating effect of the sea ice.
The freshwater forcing at the ocean surface is translated into an equivalent salt flux used to drive the ocean salinity equation
where P Ϫ E is the precipitation minus evaporation (section 2b), S 0 is a constant reference salinity, and A represents the box area. For the present study, we modified the model slightly by adding stochastic freshwater fluxes to the four oceanic surfaces boxes. This stochastic freshwater input ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 )is computed such that the meridionally integrated net freshwater flux is always zero. This leads to the relations
The value 3 is computed from i /V i ϭ 0, where V i represents the volume of the 4 ⌺ iϭ1 ith surface box, the standard deviation of the freshwater noise and t and tЈ different times. The probability distribution of the noise is chosen to be Gaussian. In order to estimate characteristic values for we computed the field of standard deviations of annual mean freshwater flux anomalies simulated by the coupled atmospheric general circulation model ECHAM3/LSG (Timmermann et al. 1998 ). The coupled model is referred to here as CGCM. For simplicity we selected a 1 Note the first-order diffusion terms, which typically arise in box models from an integration of the usual second-order diffusion terms across the box dimension. In the above equations, ⌬T y , for example, corresponds to the difference in horizontal derivative of the temperature between the north and south edges of a given box. This implies that the diffusion constants carry also the length scales and hence their units are m s Ϫ1 .
single characteristic value 2 for , independent of the latitude (Aeberhardt et al. 2000) . According to the central limit theorem the standard deviation of the noise scales with the square root of the averaging time. This relation results in typical model-derived annual mean noise amplitudes of about 0.1-0.2 Sv (1 Sv ϵ 10 6 m 3 s Ϫ1 ). Some of our experiments have been repeated using red noise forcing with the same standard deviation, but a damping timescale of 30 days. The results are practically indistinguishable from the white noise forcing simulations.
The heat and equivalent salt fluxes due to the formation or melting of sea ice are given by and seaϪice Q T in (4), (5). When the temperature of the water seaϪice Q S in the polar boxes drops below a specified critical temperature, T seaϪice sea ice is formed. The heat flux available then for the formation of sea ice is calculated using a simple relaxation term using a short timescale seaϪice ,
T seaϪice where V ocean is the volume of the oceanic box. When the ocean temperature rises above T seaϪice and sea ice is present, the available heat based on the same expression is used to melt the sea ice. The short timescale used in the sea ice melting (freezing) term ensures that the ocean temperature remains very near (fraction of a degree) to the freezing temperature as long as sea ice is present. Sea ice thus melts (forms) when the ocean temperature is just slightly above (below) the freezing point. The heat flux is converted into the amount of sea ice seaϪice Q T created or melted, by dividing it by seaϪice /L f where seaϪice is the density of sea ice and L f is the latent heat of fusion. The equation for the sea ice volume is therefore
where V seaϪice is the volume of sea ice in the box and P onϪice is the amount of sea ice buildup due to atmospheric precipitation on the part of the ocean covered with sea ice. Initially, as sea ice starts forming, its thickness is assumed constant (1.5 and 2 m in the southern and northern polar boxes, respectively) until all the box is covered with sea ice. In order to avoid a full sea ice cover in the Southern Ocean box we have artificially increased the land fraction in the southern box from 20% to 50% (see discussion in Gildor and Tziperman 2001) . The formation and melting of sea ice in our model also affects the salinity budget (5), through an equivalent salt flux,
which represents brine rejection due to sea ice formation or freshwater flux due to sea ice melting.
b. Atmospheric model
The atmospheric model roughly follows those of Marotzke and Stone (1995) and Rivin and Tziperman (1997) and is divided into four vertically averaged boxes, representing the same latitude bands as the upper ocean boxes. The averaged potential temperature of each box is calculated based on the energy balance of the box, taking into account: 1) incoming solar radiation using averaged box albedo calculated according to the relative fraction of each lower surface type in the box, 2) outgoing longwave radiation at the top of the atmosphere, 3) air-sea heat flux, and 4) meridional atmospheric heat transport.
The heat equation in pressure coordinates is C p T d ln/dt ϭ Q, where Q is the heating rate per unit mass and ϭ T(P 0 /P) is the potential temperature at pres-R/C p sure P, relative to a reference pressure P 0 ; T is the air temperature; R is the gas constant for dry air; and C p is the specific heat of the atmosphere at a constant pressure. From the heat equation in pressure coordinates we
Taking the box model potential temperature to represent the potential temperature at 500 mb, and letting the reference level be P 0 ϭ 1000 mb, we get /T ϭ 2
pressing the heating rate as the divergence of a heat flux, F, such that Q ϭ Ϫ(1/)‫ץ‬F/‫ץ‬y, integrating the heat equation over the volume of an atmospheric box, we obtain
meridional meridional where F Top and F Surface are the heat fluxes at the top of the atmosphere and at the surface, respectively, and where Ϫ is the net heating due to the in out F F meridional meridional meridional heat flux between the atmospheric boxes. Equation (9) is the averaged (over the box area a) heat balance for a column of air extending from the surface to the top of the atmosphere, with a cross section of 1 m 2 . Over land and land ice we assume no net heat flux into the surface so F Surface is only the heat flux between the ocean and the atmosphere, .
atm Q T The value F Top is composed of the incoming solar radiation H in , between the latitudes 1 and 2 that define the atmospheric box boundaries, and the outgoing longwave radiation H out , for a box with a mean potential temperature ,
where R E is the radius of the earth, ␣ cloud is a specified constant cloud albedo, and ␣ surface is the box albedo, which is calculated according to relative fraction and the specified albedo of each surface type (␣ Land , ␣ LandϪice , ␣ Ocean , and ␣ SeaϪice for land, land ice, ocean, and sea ice respectively). Here, Q ᭪ is the solar constant divided by 4; B is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and P lw is an emissivity coefficient that in principle depends on humidity, cloud cover, land cover and topography, aerosol, CO 2 concentration, etc., and is therefore allowed here to vary from box to box. The value P lw is taken here to be constant in time, neglecting temporal variations of atmospheric humidity, CO 2 and the aerosol concentrations [see discussion Gildor and Tziperman (2001) ].
For the meridional heat transport F meridional we use (Chen et al. 1995 
meridional ‫ץ‬y Rather than using humidity as a prognostic variable, we assume constant relative humidity of 0.7 (Manabe and Strickler 1964) , so that q ϭ 0.7q s and the saturation humidity q s at a temperature T is calculated from an approximate Clausius-Clapeyron equation
The meridional atmospheric moisture transport, F Mq , is parameterized as
Mq Mq ‫ץ‬y where q is the humidity of the box to which the humidity flux is directed. [Gildor and Tziperman (2001) and Tziperman and Gildor (2002) discuss in detail the validity of this parameterization.] Another source of precipitation over the land ice sheets in the polar boxes is local evaporation from the part of the polar box ocean not covered by sea ice (Gildor and Tziperman 2001), parameterized by
The presence of sea ice significantly reduces this source of moisture, as the fraction of open water ocean, f ow , becomes small. The total precipitation in a given box is calculated as the convergence of the moisture fluxes P Ϫ E ϭ Ϫ‫(ץ‬F Mq ϩ F q )/‫ץ‬y. This total precipitation is spread evenly over the box area. We then calculate the fraction falling on sea ice. This fraction is assumed to turn into additional sea ice.
The dynamic ice sheet model used in Gildor and Tziperman (2001) is not used in our study. Instead we use a constant ice sheet with a volume of 4 ϫ 10 16 m 3 , corresponding to a global sea level change of about 120 m. Furthermore, in order to mimic conditions during the Last Glacial Maximum the atmospheric CO 2 concentration was reduced to 200 ppm.
Response of the THC to freshwater perturbations a. THC hysteresis
Similar to previous studies (e.g., Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001), we perform transient freshwater sensitivity experiments in order to probe the bifurcation structure of our coupled model. The experiments are conducted by increasing the freshwater flux into the northernmost box at a fixed rate [0.01 and 0.001 Sv (1000 yr) Ϫ1 ] to a maximum value of 0.1 Sv. Subsequently, the freshwater flux is reduced at the same rate until an anomalous value Ϫ0.1 Sv is attained. Finally an increase in the freshwater flux brings the system back to its initial value. It is evident that these hysteresis diagrams are different from true bifurcation diagrams, which assume an equilibrium forcing, rather than a transient one. A fundamental question then is: how slow do we have to force the model, such that we approximate the bifurcation structure as accurately as possible. In Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) a typical value of 0.01 Sv (1000 yr)
Ϫ1 for a quasi-equilibrium freshwater forcing rate is suggested that is considered to yield reasonable approximations of the bifurcation structure. However, if the thermohaline circulation undergoes a Hopf bifurcation, as in the case of Sakai and Peltier (1997) or Tziperman et al. (1994) and as we will see later also in our model, this estimate might be invalid, due to the so-called critical slowing down effect. This effect is associated with the real part of the linearized dynamics becoming very small in the vicinity of a Hopf bifurcation. This implies that transients (deviations from the real equilibrium solution) will not be damped sufficiently, thereby delaying the approximation of the transient field to the equilibrium field. Furthermore, even the position of the saddle-node bifurcation depends strongly on the rate of the freshwater forcing, and theoretical studies by Berglund and Kunz (1999) and Berglund and Gentz (2002) reveal that certain scaling laws exist that characterize the deviations between a transient simulation and the true bifurcation diagram. In order to study this effect, we have forced our model with different freshwater perturbation rates [0.01 Sv (1000 yr) Ϫ1 , as in Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) and 0.001 Sv (1000 yr) Ϫ1 ]. The results are shown in Fig. 1 (left) . We clearly see that the critical point of the saddle-node bifurcation moves from right to left as we go from fast to slow forcing. Furthermore, fast forcing is associated with the existence of a THC flush near zero freshwater flux. This flush is generated as a response to a long phase of a weak THC. During this phase vertical diffusion warms the deep ocean and the heat can be released to the surface by a THC flush, once the deep ocean density is less than the surface ocean density. These flushes represent the transient behavior of the hysteresis experiment, rather than the true bifurcation structure. Similar structures can be found in the hysteresis diagrams of Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) .
Accounting for additional stochastic freshwater pulses with an amplitude of 0.06 Sv, which is somewhat less than the typical value of 0.1-0.2 Sv derived from the CGCM simulation 3 gives birth to a new phenomenon, which is absent in the deterministic run. As can be seen from Fig. 1 (right) , the stochastically forced hysteresis diagram shows oscillations, which can attain amplitudes of up to 8 Sv. The typical timescales of these oscillations is a few centuries up to a few millennia. This effect is consistent with the finding of Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2002) who demonstrate that their climate model of intermediate complexity exhibits coherence resonance (CR) when forced stochastically. Coherence resonance can be explained in terms of a noisy precursor to deterministic bifurcations such as Hopf bifurcations (Neiman et al. 1997) or homoclinic and heteroclinic bifurcations (Stone and Holmes 1989; Stone and Armbruster 1999) . This effect will be discussed in more depth in section 5.
b. Meltwater pulse without noise
The importance of freshwater pulses in determining the strength of the THC has long been realized. Several prominent pulses can be identified during the last glacial period. They were most likely associated with instabilities of the Laurentide ice sheet. At the millenial timescale Marshall and Clarke (1999) using a coupled icesheet-hydrology model estimated typical freshwater fluxes into the subtropical and subpolar North Atlantic with amplitudes of around 0.2-0.6 Sv. Typical durations were a few hundred years.
In order to isolate important climate feedbacks that contribute to the (de)stabilization of the THC, we study the sensitivity of our coupled model under Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) conditions to meltwater pulses. Freshwater anomalies of different magnitudes (0.075, 0.3, and 0.45 Sv) are injected for 300 yr into the northernmost oceanic box.
The simulated time series for the North Atlantic transport are shown in Fig. 2a . It can be seen that both recovery time and induced transport anomaly depend strongly on the magnitude of the freshwater forcing. In our model configuration, a 300-yr-long perturbation with an amplitude of 0.45 Sv is sufficient to shut down the North Atlantic THC for a few centuries. Comparable shutdown periods were also found by Sakai and Peltier (1996) . During the shutdown, both the vertical density gradients in the North Atlantic as well as the meridional density gradients within the North Atlantic are zero. This implies that the THC operates beyond the convective and advective thresholds. The THC recovers quickly, due to convective heating of the subsurface ocean and a subsequent destabiliziation of the northernmost Atlantic water column. In cases of small to moderate freshwater perturbations the THC recovers completely, whereas in the strong perturbation case the THC equilibrates at a new transport level of about 9 Sv.
c. Meltwater pulse and noise
We repeated these experiments, with an additional stochastic freshwater forcing applied to the oceanic surface boxes. In this case the annual mean value for the stochastic freshwater forcing amplitude amounts to 0.06 Sv. The resulting time series of the THC are shown in Fig. 2 (right) . We observe that the qualitative behavior differs significantly from the deterministic meltwater experiments: after a 300-yr-long meltwater pulse with an amplitude of 0.45 Sv, an oscillation is excited that is absent in the deterministic simulation. The timescale of this oscillation is about 1600 yr and it involves THC fluctuations of approximately 8 Sv. These experiments reveal that freshwater injections of sufficient amplitude, together with an appropriate freshwater noise level trigger millennial-scale oscillations in our model.
The millennial-scale climate transitions simulated by the stochastic meltwater experiments are further investigated by studying other physical quantities in the highlatitude atmospheric and oceanic boxes. From Fig. 3 we see that millennial-scale oscillations of the THC, as depicted in Fig. 2 , are accompanied by dramatic atmospheric temperature changes. Figure 3a reveals that the temperature in the northernmost atmospheric box undergoes rapid transitions from a very cold state to relatively warm temperatures within less than 20 yr. The January temperature range between ''coldest'' and ''warmest'' state amounts to about Ϫ43Њ to Ϫ13ЊC. The temperature range of annual mean data amounts to about Ϫ17Њ to Ϫ3ЊC and agrees favorably with stadial-interstadial temperature differences reconstructed from the Greenland summit ice cores (Severinghaus and Brook 1999; Lang et al. 1999 ). The rapid warmings are followed by a slow cooling phase. The similaritiy with the general pattern of the observed shorter Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles is apparent. These rapid atmospheric warmings are associated with spikes in the oceanic surface temperature in the northern box (not shown). Such spikes are related to strong convective events that vent accumulated subsurface heat to the surface (see Fig. 3b ). This leads to the melting of sea ice (Fig. 3d. ) and the release of freshwater into the high-latitude oceanic box. Eventually, the THC reduces and a polar halocline builds as can be seen from the surface and subsurface density time series in Fig. 3c . Slowly, due to diffusive processes, the subsurface temperatures increase in the North Atlantic (Fig. 3b) . Once a buoyancy and, hence, a vertical density gradient threshold value is exceeded (see Figs. 3b,c) , convection occurs suddenly and the subsurface heat is vented again to the surface, thereby closing one cycle. The characteristic timescale is determined by the time diffusive processes need to destabilize the polar halocline from below and another characteristic time that depends, among other factors, on the noise level.
The scenario described above bears many similarities to the flip-flop oscillations discussed by Welander (1986) and Pierce et al. (1995) and the deep-decoupling mode described by Winton (1993) . In our simulations sea ice plays an important role in that it provides a negative feedback to the abrupt strengthening of the North Atlantic THC. This has been shown by performing a set of sensitivity experiments (not shown) for which the sea ice fraction and depth are assumed to be constant. In none of these experiments was a millennial-scale oscillation observed using the same stochastic and meltwater forcings as described earlier.
Noise-induced transitions
Recently, Timmermann and Lohmann (2000) and Monahan et al. (2002) proposed a new mechanism for the destabilization of the THC. It was suggested that stochastic buoyancy fluxes can lead to a destabilization of the THC. In these studies the Stommel (1961) box model was used in order to investigate how the inclusion of noise affects the stationary modes of the THC. It turned out that above a certain noise threshold for the buoyancy fluxes, a collapse of the THC can be induced by increasing the amplitude of the stochastic fluctuations. This nonlinear effect can be understood in terms of the concept of noise-induced transitions (NIT). Generally, a NIT occurs when the inclusion of a sufficient amount of noise modifies the structure of the stationary probability distribution qualitatively.
Here, we study whether the proposed concept of NIT applies also to more complicated climate models such as the one used here. Instead of modifying temperature noise, as in Timmermann and Lohmann (2000), we change the level of the annual mean freshwater noise from 0.06 to 0.225 Sv around a mean freshwater forcing of 0.06 Sv. We transformed the timeseries for the simulated North Atlantic transports into normalized histograms.
For small noise levels (see Fig. 4 ) we observe a narrow probability distribution centered around a stationary THC transport state of ϳ17 Sv. It becomes broadened and bimodal for intermediate noise levels (not shown). For large noise amplitudes of around 0.225 Sv the prob- ability distribution exhibits an abrupt qualitative change: The probability distribution flips from a bimodal regime to a unimodal regime, which is characterized by a collapsed THC state. Summarizing, we found that the qualitative structure of the probability distribution function (PDF) depends crucially on the noise level, thereby supporting the idea of Timmermann and Lohmann (2000) that noise can be an important agent in rectifying qualitatively the probability distribution of the THC. Changes in the noise level that might be linked to the intensity of the hydrological cycle trigger transitions between a present-day stationary THC state, an oscillatory stadialinterstadial regime, and a Heinrich state with collapsed THC.
Noise-induced oscillations: Coherence resonance
The hysteresis diagram in Fig. 1 already revealed the existence of noise-induced millennial-scale oscillations. Here we will study these oscillations and their stochastic excitability more in detail. Figure 5 shows simulated time series for the North Atlantic transport for different noise levels (0.0075, 0.015, 0.045, and 0.15 Sv). The simulations were started like the meltwater experiments in Fig. 2 with a 300-yr-long meltwater pulse with an amplitude of 0.45 Sv. For small noise amplitudes we observe a stationary transport solution that attains values of about 10 Sv (see Fig. 2) . Increasing the noise level leads to a qualitative dynamical change. For an annual noise level of about ϭ 0.0075 Sv, the coupled climate system starts to oscillate with a period of about 30 000 yr (Fig. 5, top) . As will be shown later the period can be decomposed into a stadial part, which is strongly dependent on the noise level, and an interstadial part that is rather insensitive to the noise amplitude and is largely governed by diffusive processes. Increasing the noise level to values of 0.015, 0.045 and 0.15 Sv (Fig.  5) leads to a dramatic reduction of the period. It is reduced from multimillennial timescales to centennial timescales for the given range of noise levels. It should be noted here that both the critical noise level as well as the simulated low-noise probability distribution and the frequency characteristics depend also on the intensity of the initial meltwater pulse. This can be explained from the hysteresis diagram in Fig. 1 . For small meltwater pulses the system remains left of the Hopf bifurcation. Noise forcing in that case probes the Hopf bifurcation from left to right. For larger meltwater pulses the system stays close to the saddle-node bifurcation and the millennial-scale limit cycle. The no-noise 10-Sv state of the thermohaline circulation in the previous experiments led us thus to the conclusion that it actually corresponds to an oscillation with almost infinite period, a so-called homoclinic orbit. Thus the behavior shown in Fig. 5 can be understood in terms of noise probing the existence of a homoclinic bifurcation. Furthermore, these experiments suggest that there is an optimal noise level, which corresponds to the highest degree of regularity of the THC oscillations (see Fig. 5 ). Similar sensitivities with respect to the noise characteristics have been observed for other dynamical systems such as the stochastically excited FitzHugh-Nagumo system (Lindner and Schimansky-Geier 1999, 2000) that mimics the regenerative firing behavior in an excitable nerve cell. Lindner and Schimansky-Geier (1999) ing. A sufficient amount of stochastic noise induces a regular, oscillatory regime. An exaggerated input of noise washes out the periodic oscillation and leads to a random output. This delicate balance between noise and nonlinear dynamics is known as autonomous stochastic resonance (Gang et al. 1993; Longtin 1997) or coherence resonance (Pikovsky and Kurths 1997; Lindner and Schimansky-Geier 1999; Pradines et al. 1999) . Coherence resonance can be explained in terms of a noisy precursor to deterministic bifurcations such as Hopf bifurcations (Neiman et al. 1997) or homoclinic and heteroclinic bifurcations (Stone and Holmes 1989; Stone and Armbruster 1999) . One of the main features of this dynamical systems' concept is that stochastic forcing that acts upon nonlinear excitable systems induces a new nondeterministic timescale similar to the one identified in our stochastic sensitivity experiments. Typical deterministic recovery times on the other hand such as timescales characterizing relaxations into fixed points (interstadial-stadial transitions) are only slightly affected by random perturbations.
Summarizing, our coupled climate model exhibits all typical features of CR when subjected to noise. This coherence resonance probes the Hopf bifurcation for small initial meltwater pulses and a homoclinic bifurcation (merger between the millennial-scale limit cycle and the saddle node) for larger meltwater pulses.
Nonautonomous stochastic resonance
It has been suggested in a series of recent papers (Alley et al. 2001; Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002 ) that noise might provide a mechanism to amplify weak periodic millennial-scale climate signals. This nonlinear amplification mechanism is called stochastic resonance (SR; Benzi et al. 1981 Benzi et al. , 1982 Nicolis 1982; Gammaitoni et al. 1998) . To put it in more general terms, stochastic resonance describes the synchronization between noiseinduced fluctuations and weak periodic forcing in nonlinear systems. The mechanism SR is characterized by a nonlinear signal-to-noise ratio. Here we study the response of the coupled climate model to the combined effect of stochastic and periodic buoyancy forcing. We apply a sinusoidal forcing with a period of 1500 yr. It is important to note that we are not dealing with the classical SR case, but rather with a nontrivial complication, which arises from the fact that our system is an excitable system rather than a typical multistable system and exhibits SR characteristics even without external forcing. Similar cases are dealt with in Lindner and Schimansky-Geier (2000) . Further inclusion of periodic forcing modifies the autonomous SR characteristics quantitatively but not qualitatively.
We perform several coupled experiments in which an external periodic freshwater forcing with an amplitude of 0.01 Sv is added to the northernmost oceanic box. The experiments are initialized as in Fig. 2 . Figure 6a depicts the simulated transport for an experiment without external periodic forcing. The transport is the same as in Fig. 2 . For reference purposes a 1500-yr periodic signal is also shown. We observe that the millennial-scale variability is not periodic in the strict sense. The return time of stadial-interstadial transitions is distributed statistically. The meridional transport simulated by the periodically forced experiment is shown in Fig. 6b . The millennial-scale stadial-interstadial transitions are locked to a certain phase of the external forcing (dashed line). The amplitude of the oscillation as well as their shape is not affected by the periodic forcing. Here we see a typical phase synchronization phenomenon (Rosenblum et al. 1996 ) between a coherent resonant oscillation and an external pacemaker. This is a more complicated situation than the classical SR concept, which is based on the idea of multiple stationary equilibria. The situation here originates from an interaction between autonomous and nonautonomous SR. The data shown in Figs. 6a,b are very similar to results presented in the paper by Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2002) . Hence, we speculate that also in their case, a similar interaction between a stochastically excited internal ocean oscillation (autonomous SR) and an external forcing (nonautonomous SR) is present.
The Bond cycle: A coupled ocean-cryosphere oscillation
In the introduction we mentioned that massive meltwater pulses such as Heinrich events (Heinrich 1988; Bond et al. 1992 Bond et al. , 1993 play an important role in the context of millennial-scale climate variability during the last glacial period. Hence, we will study the role of episodic long-term meltwater forcing on the generation of millennial-scale variability. A set of experiments was performed in which Heinrich events are mimicked by periodic freshwater pulses with 0.15 and 0.45 Sv am- plitude. The duration of these sawtoothlike pulses 4 is chosen to be 300 yr and their periodicity is 8000 yr, resembling approximately the spacing between subsequent Heinrich events (e.g., Sarnthein et al. 2001) . Furthermore, the oceanic boxes are subjected to a stochastic freshwater component of 0.06 Sv amplitude. The response of the THC to these pulses is shown in Fig. 7 . Small externally prescribed Heinrich events lead to a reduction of the THC by 7 Sv. The small events are characterized by a quick recovery to normal THC conditions. However, large Heinrich events can generate millennial-scale oscillations with timescales of about 1500 yr. In the paleoclimatic context this could be an indication that Heinrich events can trigger DansgaardOeschger events.
An important question to be addressed then is: If DO cycles were in fact excited by Heinrich events, why do Heinrich events in the observational record (Bond and Lotti 1995) occur in a stadial phase. It appears as if the occurrence of Heinrich events is also synchronized with packages of DO cycles. This interaction scenario has been discussed in a recent study by Schulz et al. (2002) using a three-box ocean model and a conceptual anomalous ice sheet model. Here, we will follow these ideas about a coupled millennial ocean-cryosphere mode by studying the synchronization between the simulated DO cycles and the surging behavior of a conceptual anomalous ice sheet model, that captures the part of the ice sheet that is involved in Heinrich events. The growth rate of the anomalous ice sheet is assumed to be climate dependent. The anomalous ice sheet grows at a rate of 8 ϫ 10 14 m 3 (8000 yr) Ϫ1 in cases where the North Atlantic transport is weaker than 13 Sv. Its growth rate is assumed to be 5 times smaller in cases where this transport threshold is exceeded. This asymmetric growth rate captures qualitatively the climate-dependent ice growth as simulated by the dynamic ice sheet model of Marshall and Clarke (1999 3 , equivalent to a sea level rise of about 10 m (see Lambeck and Chappell 2001) , the anomalous ice volume melts within 300 yr, thereby providing an extra 0.32 Sv freshwater forcing for the ocean. The effect of the simulated coupling between the anomalous conceptual ice sheet and our coupled climate model is depicted in Fig. 8 .
We observe that during the relatively long stadials the ice sheet grows rapidly, whereas it is strongly reduced during the short interstadial events. The ice sheet accumulates ice and within about 8500 yr the threshold value is reached. As in the MacAyeal (1993a) ice sheet model, a surge is initiated once a stability threshold of the ice sheet is exceeded. This leads to the generation of a Heinrich event and a subsequent collapse of the thermohaline circulation. During the Heinrich event heat is accumulated in the subsurface ocean due to diffusive processes. As a result the density in the deep ocean is decreased and a convective flush is triggered when surface and subsurface density are equal. This kicks off another deep decoupling cycle, which furthermore leads to a new buildup of the anomalous ice sheet. Our results support the phase-synchronization hypothesis proposed by Schulz et al. (2002) who used a much simpler oceanice-sheet model than used here in this study.
Role of ocean diffusion
We have already mentioned that the return timescale of DO events can be decomposed into a stochastic contribution, which mainly controls the length of stadials, and a deterministic diffusive contribution, which mostly affects the length of the interstadial events. The importance of ocean diffusion for long-term climate variations and the stability of the THC has been pointed out, for example, by Wright and Stocker (1991) , Peltier (1999, 2001) and Zhang et al. (1999) . We study the dependence on the horizontal and vertical diffusion coefficients (K h , K by repeating the coupled icesheet-climate system experiments of the previous section by multiplying the standard vertical and horizontal diffusivities each by factors of 0.3 and 1.8. The result is shown in Figs. 9a,b. For small horizontal diffusion (Fig. 9b) no DO oscillations are excited. Furthermore, we see that the fate of the THC in the aftermath of a Heinrich event depends strongly on the vertical diffusivity. In contrast to the large vertical diffusion case, small vertical diffusivity leads to a very slow buildup of heat in the deep ocean, thereby preventing quick flushes. In Fig. 9a the meridional transport is displayed for a horizontal diffusivity that is 1.8 times larger than the standard values in Table 1 . Both the occurrence of 
DO cycles as well as the period of Heinrich events (the Bond cycle) depend strongly on the vertical diffusivity. Hence, the period of the millennial-scale oscillations (DO and Bond cycles) can be decomposed into a stochastic component and a deterministic component due to horizontal and vertical diffusion. 
Discussion
We studied the generation of millennial-scale climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere using a loworder coupled climate model. Experiments were conducted in which the model was subjected to additional stochastic freshwater forcing in all oceanic surface boxes and freshwater perturbations in the northernmost box. It turned out that millennial-scale oscillations, resembling observed DO variations in their general pattern, 6 are excitable by freshwater noise, once the high-latitude oceanic boxes are sufficiently freshened (see Fig. 1 ). Translated to the paleoclimatic record this may help us understand why DO cycles were active after Heinrich events (enormous meltwater pulses triggered by ice sheet instabilities) that resulted in sea level changes of up to 15 m (Lambeck and Chappell 2001) . Note that this freshwater forcing has to be interpreted in terms of a sufficient, not a necessary condition. We do not deny the possibility that a series of DO events may be kicked off without appropriate freshwater forcing. This might be particularly true for the early interstadials 22, 21, and 20 seen of the Greenland Ice Sheet Project 2 (GISP2) ice core (Stuiver and Grootes 2000) .
One of the key results of our paper with important consequences for the interpretation of paleoclimatic data is the following: We hypothesize that DO events are the joint result of stochastic freshwater forcing and Heinrich events. This leads to a simple explanation of the fact that DO oscillations are preceded by Heinrich events (Bond and Lotti 1995; Alley 1998 ): A Heinrich event mimicked here by a meltwater pulse kicks off a series of Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles, which transport part of the initial freshwater anomaly southward. The next Heinrich event resets the cycle and a new series of Dansgaard-Oeschger events is excited stochastically. Based on these results we can easily explain the absence of Dansgaard-Oeschger events during the Holocene: Ice sheet meltwater surges in the category of Heinrich events were simply impossible during the Holocene because of the absence of the Laurentide ice sheet. Furthermore, the sea ice feedback, essential for our oscillations is less efficient in warm climates.
We have not yet discussed the possible origin of Heinrich events. Several studies (e.g., Alley and MacAyeal 1994; MacAyeal 1993a,b; Marshall and Clarke 1997) have come to the conclusion that Heinrich events can be generated by internal ice sheet dynamics in conjunction with processes allowing for fast ice-surging instabilities. Ice stream surging processes (MacAyeal 1993a,b) , the rapid breakup of ice shelves (Hulbe 1997) , as well as tidewater instabilities (Clarke 1987) have been proposed to account for rapid and massive iceberg surges. Still the question remains as to whether Heinrich events are internal ice sheet oscillations or whether they are coupled to the DO cycles. Based on our results we favor the latter possibility: During stadials relatively cold conditions in high latitudes might have led to the increase of ice accumulation (reduced melting) over the Northern Hemisphere and the subsequent growth of the Laurentide ice sheet (Marshall and Clarke 1999) . Also, during the stadials even more ice accumulates on top of the ice sheet. Both mechanical and thermodynamical instabilities can lead to a surge, once critical thresholds are exceeded. The resulting new Heinrich event kicks off another set of Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles. The DO and Heinrich mode operate in a coupled tandem mode. Though there is only conceptual modeling evidence from our coupled climate model and a previous study , this coupled Heinrich-DansgaardOeschger mode might serve as a unifying interpretation of Bond cycles. This possibility will be studied in forthcoming work using dynamic ice sheet models.
The millennial-scale DO cycles discussed in our paper can also be interpreted in the light of dynamical systems' analysis. They have to be distinguished from stochastically excited linear oscillations. Deterministic oscillations, or limit-cycle dynamics already possess eigenfrequencies, whereas in our case the deterministic equations with standard parameters do not exhibit any oscillations in the absence of noise. Hence, we are dealing with an excitable system, which is characterized by a very remarkable feature: The inclusion of the correct amount of noise induces regular oscillations, a phenomenon known as autonomous SR or coherence resonance. It can be either understood in terms of a noisy precursor of a bifurcation, for instance, a Hopf bifurcation or a homoclinic bifurcation or as a stochastic limit cycle (Pikovsky and Kurths 1997) . If in addition to the stochastically induced oscillation an external millennial-scale signal is coupled to the coupled climate model, the possibility is created that the stochastic limit cycle couples nonlinearly to the external forcing. The resulting dynamics can be described in terms of the concept of nonautonomous SR.
Systems exhibiting coherent resonant behavior such as ours have not been discussed extensively in the climate literature. To our knowledge the only paper dealing with excitable climate dynamics theoretically is the one by Cessi (1996) , who analyzes a conceptual model for oceanic convection (Welander 1986 ). This simple model exhibits remarkable dynamics: The convection model oscillates when the freshwater fluxes exceed a critical threshold value. However, stochastically kicked, the VOLUME 16
model is able to generate flip-flop oscillations in a parameter range in which the deterministic system has a stable stationary state. Furthermore, it was observed in that study that the length of the flip-flop oscillations depends critically on the mean value of the freshwater flux and also the noise level. Close to the bifurcation point the period attains arbitrarily long periods. As will be discussed in a forthcoming study (Abshagen and Timmermann 2002 , manuscript submitted to J. Phys. Oceanogr., hereafter AAT) this behavior can be understood in terms of a codimension 2 bifurcation (TakensBogdanov point) resulting in a homoclinic bifurcation and coherence resonance.
Our coupled climate model revealed very similar behavior to the conceptual convection model discussed by Cessi (1996) and revisited by AAT:
• Relaxation oscillations can be kicked off stochastically, even if the deterministic system is in a stationary state.
• In addition to stochastic forcing, mean freshwater forcing is another crucial process, which governs the period of this relaxation oscillation.
• Once excited, the relaxation oscillation attains its full amplitude immediately.
• The period of the oscillation is sensitive to the amplitude of the stochastic forcing.
The idea that DO oscillations are related to CR has been discussed briefly by Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2002) . Their results are qualitatively confirmed by our experiments. Our study provides also a theoretical explanation of these results.
Summary
We have found that a specific type of resonance (coherence resonanceϭautonomous stochastic resonance) can be regarded as a prototype for millennial-scale climate variations and possibly also for Dansgaard-Oeschger events. Our low-order coupled climate model revealed that massive meltwater pulses, mimicking Heinrich events, create conditions favorable for the excitation of millennial-scale variability. This leads to a dynamical concept for Bond cycles and might explain also the absence of Dansgaard-Oeschger events during the Holocene.
7 Moreover, our model results suggest that sea ice plays an important role in amplifying the atmospheric response to THC anomalies. The timescale of the stochastically excited millennial-scale oscillations depends strongly on both the noise level and the mean freshwater forcing of the ocean. In particular, for large 7 The ''1500-yr'' mode observed during the Holocene (Bond et al. 1997) appears to be related to changes of the solar constant (Bond et al. 2001 ). In addition, there are new evidences (Bond et al. 2001, electronical supplement) that the timescale of the millennial-scale Holocene mode amounts to about 900 yr, rather than 1500 yr. We think that no characteristics with the DO mode are shared. freshwater anomalies we observe that the DO limit cycle operates close to a saddle node. For a certain parameter choice we observe a merging of the limit cycle and the saddle node, giving rise to a homoclinic orbit. Hence, a homoclinic bifurcation in parameter space shapes the dynamics of the millennial-scale climate oscillations and rectifies their period nonlinearly. What cannot be explained here is the weak millennial-scale Holocene mode observed by Bond et al. (1997) that has only very small impact on atmospheric temperatures as compared to the DO cycles.
Some aspects of our paper have been discussed already in previous studies:
• The existence of a Hopf bifurcation for the THC being at the core of the generation of century to millennialscale variability (Marotzke 1990; Weaver and Sarachik 1991; Winton 1993; Tziperman et al. 1994; Peltier 1997, 1999; Bjornsson and Mysak 2001 ).
• The role of noise in exciting DO-like variability during the last glacial period (Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2002 ).
• The interference of Heinrich events and DO cycles (Sakai and Peltier 1999; Paillard 1995 ).
• The importance of vertical and horizontal diffusivity in determining the length of DO cycles (Sakai and Peltier 2001 ).
• The Bond cycle might originate from the interaction between DO cycles, and an ice sheet relaxation oscillation, associated with the dynamics of Heinrich events .
The new aspects of our paper are summarized as follows:
• Heinrich events can excite DO cycles, as anticipated by Paul and Schulz (2002) .
• The timescale of DO cycles can be decomposed into a linear and a nonlinear deterministic part as well as into a stochastic contribution, governing the length of the stadial phases.
• The merger of the DO limit cycle and a saddle node, creating a homoclinic bifurcation is an important nonlinear element in generating long-term THC variability (see Fig. 5 ).
• Noise-induced transitions and oscillations within the THC are an important feature for a nonlinear rectification of the climate mean state.
• Coherent resonant DO cycles couple easily to an external periodic forcing. This concept of SR is far more complex than the classical SR concept of Nicolis (1982) , which assumes stable equilibria.
Some of these results can be summarized within the schematic bifurcation diagram of Fig. 10 . A weak freshwater forcing is associated with a steady interglacial THC. Increasing the freshwater flux leads to a Hopf bifurcation (square) and millennial-scale oscillations emerge between a stadial and an interstadial state. Increasing the freshwater forcing further results in a sta- tionary glacial THC state, which is quasi-steady in the sense that the oscillation attains very long periods. Subsequently this state loses stability through a saddle-node bifurcation and a Heinrich mode (collapsed THC) is the result. The proximity between the unstable THC state, originating from the saddle-node bifurcation and the DO stochastic limit cycle indicates the existence of homoclinic dynamics, and hence, the possibility for the generation of very long nonlinear timescales.
